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Abstract 
In this paper we study the role and usage of rhetorical patterns 
in the vocal polyphonic music in the Renaissance period. We 
describe the main rhetorical patterns found in the master-
pieces of that period and present algorithms to automatically 
find those patterns. To test our algorithms a ground-truth set 
was created by manually annotating rhetorical patterns in a 
few selected works. The annotation was made by expert mu-
sicologists in our research group (OMITTED for blind re-
view). * 

Introduction  
Musical discourse progresses through variation of musical 
material. Different musical traditions have used quite a vast 
range of strategies to transform the musical material and 
hence convey musical meaning. Among those strategies, we 
find imitations, repetitions, motivic treatment, and exposi-
tion of contrasting ideas, recapitulation of previous material, 
transformations in rhythm, pitch, harmony, or texture, 
among others. One way to endow the musical material with 
meaning is to borrow and adapt expressive devices from 
other domains; in the case of music, very often those means 
are borrowed from speech as in many cultural traditions 
speech possesses very elaborate and rich devices. In Euro-
pean Renaissance and Baroque music composers transferred 
many figures of speech to the music domain, and built a vo-
cabulary, syntax and semantics out of them to express their 
musical ideas. In this work, we study how such transfer took 
place in the works of a few significant composers by identi-
fying rhetorical patterns in their works. 
 The task of manually identifying patterns in large corpora 
is tedious, error-prone, time-consuming, and limited in 
scope. Computational methods in musicology can help enor-
mously to automate that task. However, to build a system 
capable of analyzing and classifying the corpus of a com-
poser in a reliable, sensible and meaningful manner is by no 
means an easy task. Our main goal with this paper is to ex-
amine the role of rhetorical patterns in vocal polyphonic 
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pieces from the Renaissance period and identify stylistic dif-
ferences between composers. More specifically, we will an-
alyze features such as the particular rhetorical patterns, the 
length of the melodies in different composers, preferences 
for some patterns over others, or the distance between imi-
tations and repetitions, among others.  

Rhetoric in Music  
Rhetorical theory was first developed in ancient Greece and 
Rome, where it reached high sophistication. It was later re-
vived in the Renaissance and became a solid theory of artis-
tic creation that also influenced music. It is important to 
point out that musical rhetoric is not a correct term, since 
rhetorical figure in music is artificial and depends on an ap-
plied discipline. In addition, music and speech share certain 
features such as repetition, dynamics changes, resting 
points, that create structural parallelism between both. 
Therefore, musical composition and verbal oratory were 
identified as to sharing similar terms: dispositio or formal 
organization of rhetorical speech, decoratio or the applica-
tion of rhetorical figures (this is the most important element 
in this research), and pronuntatio or performance. In respect 
of the rhetorical figures, gave place to new musical tech-
niques. As an illustration, below we list a few examples 
some figures of repetition (the list is by no means exhaus-
tive; it is important to underline that sometimes is difficult 
to establish an one-to-one relationship between oratory and 
music, for this reason, some rhetorical figures may be am-
biguous in its concept; all of this problems are reflected in 
the theoretical sources).  

• Anaphora: polyphonic imitation of a voice, often 
found at the beginning of a phrase.  

• Epistrophe: Repetition of a musical passage at the 
end of various phrases.  

• Anadiplosis: Repetition of a part that closes a 
phrase at the beginning of the following phrase.  

• Epizeuxis: Repetition of a passage several times in 
a row.  

 



   
 

   
 

• Complexio: Repetition at the beginning and the end 
of a musical passage in other phrases.  

• Epanalepsis: Repetition of the same passage at the 
beginning and the end of the same phrase.  

• Epanadiplosis: It’s an epanalepsis that encom-
passes larger sections.  

• Gradatio: a descending or ascending sequence  
• Percusio: brief exposition of musical passages that 

will be developed later on.  
• Mimesis: an approximate rather than strict imita-

tion of a subject at different pitches. 

     As we have just said, all these devices come from the ad-
aptation of figures in speech to music. These rhetorical fig-
ures lent support to the doctrine of the affections, a theory 
holding that passions can be represented by their external 
signs. In this paper we seek to confirm the use of those rhe-
torical figures in the works of important composers by ana-
lyzing large corpora with the aid of automated methods of 
pattern detection.   
 

Previous Research 
The first obstacle we encounter when addressing the issue 
of rhetorical figures is that there is no universal consensus 
about which musical patterns should be considered as rhe-
torical figures. Those patterns vary as a function of time, ge-
ographical location, or style. For our work we have consid-
ered the most basic ones over which there is more agree-
ment, and have followed authoritative sources such as Bartel 
(1997), whose analyses of the treatises and sources is thor-
ough, as well as Saint-Dizier (2014) and McCreless (2008). 
 The idea to look for patterns in music in order to charac-
terize is not new, especially since the advent of computers. 
For example, Giraud et al. (2015) developed several algo-
rithms to perform an automated analysis of a fugue. They 
looked at the diatonic similarities between pitch intervals 
and their algorithm was able to detect subjects and counter-
subjects, among other patterns in the fugue. Knopke and Jür-
gensen (2009) designed a system based on suffix arrays that 
allows to find instances of melodic repetition in large col-
lections of music. In particular, they applied their algorithms 
to the entire collection of Palestrina’s masses. Gulati et al 
(2014) searched for melodic patterns in Carnati music by 
using time series mining techniques; their input was audio 
recordings and therefore they had to deal with further issues. 
However, the idea of using pattern-discovery algorithms to 
study rhetorical patterns has received scant attention. To the 
best of our knowledge, no work has been done to identify 
and find rhetorical patterns in the large collections of music. 

 For the rest of the previous work, we will cite it as the 
paper proceeds as the references are more technical and we 
need to introduce terminology first. 

Working with Patterns  
To find the rhetorical patterns, we will employ the concept 
of viewpoints (Conklin, 2010) from a horizontal perspec-
tive. Viewpoints are defined as a collection of independent 
views of the musical surface each of which models a specific 
type of musical phenomena. Each of this view can be com-
bined into a higher-level description. A linked viewpoint is 
a combination of two or more viewpoints that model their 
interaction simultaneously. Each voice of a musical piece is 
cut into phrases that are separated by rests. This particular 
division of phrases is possible in Renaissance vocal music 
because the text segments the musical phrases, and rests are 
written between separate ideas, never as part of a musical 
idea.  
            Once the score is divided into phrases, each phrase is 
treated as a sequence of linked viewpoint values. The se-
quence of notes is converted to a sequence of features de-
rived from the musical surface. Example of such features are 
absolute pitch (pitch), name of note (spell), melodic contour, 
duration contour, interval (diatonic), or an abstract interval 
class (scale-step), as will be explained below. A pattern is a 
sequence of features (𝑣#, … , 𝑣&) where each 𝑣'  is a feature. 

  The scale-step viewpoint (Padilla, 2016) groups succes-
sive intervals and is flexible enough to find patterns in music 
of Renaissance style. The values of that viewpoint are: 

•  Unison and Octave (J18) 
•  Minor second and Major second (Mm2) 
•  Minor third and Major third (Mm3) 
•  Perfect fourth and Perfect fifth (J45)  
•  Minor sixth – Major sixth (Mm6) 
•  Minor seventh - Major seventh (Mm7) 

 The repetitions of patterns in Palestrina are not merely ex-
act transpositions of intervals. For example, a minor second 
can be converted to a major second, as shown in Figure 1. 
By using the syntax above, and taking into account the scale-
step and contour duration, the following linked viewpoint  

scale-step	⊗contour(dur) 
 

is the pattern indicated in Figure 1 and would be represented 
as follows:  

J45_-, Mm2_-, Mm3_=, Mm2_=, Mm2_=, Mm2_=, Mm2_+, Mm2_-, Mm2_+  

 

Figure 1. Kyrie from Ave Maris Stella, bars 1 to 4 altus part. 
T. L. de Victoria.  



   
 

   
 

Pattern Discovery 
Data mining is the computational process of discovering in-
teresting patterns in large data sets.  Algorithms for sequen-
tial pattern mining are, among others: SPADE or sequential 
pattern discovery using equivalence classes, (Zaki, 2001); 
PrefixSpan or prefix-projected sequential pattern mining 
(Han, et al., 2001); GSP or generalized sequential pattern 
algorithm (Srikant & Agrawal, 1996); CloSpan or Closed 
Sequential pattern mining (Yan, Han, & Afshar, 2003); 
BIDE or bi-directional extension (Wang & Han, 2004); 
SPAM or sequential pattern mining using a  bitmap repre-
sentation (Ayres, Gehrke, Yiu, & Flannick, 2002).  

In our paper we are using gap-BIDE (Li & Wang, 2008), 
an extension of the BIDE algorithm for mining closed se-
quential patterns with possible gap constraints. Currently, 
we are working at zero gap level ignoring gaps in the se-
quences.  

Ranking Patterns 
A huge number of patterns can typically be found in a piece. 
In this paper we establish a ranking of patterns based on a 
binomial distribution that computes the probability of ob-
taining an observed number of occurrences in a given num-
ber of sequence positions within the template piece. 
 The background probability of a pattern gives the proba-
bility of finding it in a random segment with the same zero-
order distribution as the corpus*. The background probabil-
ity (𝑏+) of a pattern 𝑝 = (𝑣#, … , 𝑣&). using a zero-order 
model of the corpus is:  
 

	𝑏+ = 	𝑐 𝑣' /𝑁
&

'2#
 

where: 
• 𝑐(𝑣') is the total count of feature 𝑣' , 
• N is the total number of places in the corpus 

where the viewpoint is defined. 
 
To determine the importance of each pattern, we create a 

ranking based on its repetitions, length and the background 
probability. We assume that longer and more repeated pat-
terns are more interesting. The interest 𝕀 of a pattern,   can 
be formally defined using the binomial distribution, which 
gives the probability of finding exactly	𝑘	occurrences of the 
pattern in a sequence of length t, where the background 

                                                
* The zero-order model has been created using 101 masses composed by 
Palestrina and published between 1554 and 1601, last seven after his death 
in 1594. The data has been obtained from music21, http://web.mit.edu/mu-
sic21/, (accessed May 8, 2018), a Python-based toolkit for computer-aided 

probability is 𝑏.  Then the negative logarithm of the proba-
bility of finding at least the observed number of occurrences 
of the pattern is 

 
𝕀(𝑝)	= −ln	𝔹9(𝑘; 𝑡, 𝑏), 

 
where: 

• 𝔹9	gives the cumulative probability (right tail) 
of the binomial distribution, 
• 𝑡 approximates the maximum number of posi-

tions that can be possibly matched by the   pattern, 
• 𝑘 is the number of times the pattern appears in 

the template piece. 

Discussion 
This is a work in progress to build a system that analyzes 
and compare different rhetorical aspects of Renaissance mu-
sic. Figure 2 and 3 show the output obtained by the first ver-
sion of our program implemented in Python, using the mu-
sic21 library (Cuthbert & Ariza, 2010).  
 

 
Figure 2. Kyrie from Ave Maris Stella, bars 1 to 6. T. L. de 

Victoria. Detail of pattern 2. 
 

 
Figure 3. Kyrie from Ave Maris Stella, bars 23 to 27. T.L. de 

Victoria. Detail of pattern 1 and 4. 

 

musicology developed by MIT. The data of Victoria mases are from 
https://www.uma.es/victoria/index.html (accessed May 8, 2018), 



   
 

   
 

  The main constraints for our pattern discovery algorithm 
are 3 repetitions (at least) of 3 linked viewpoints. These fig-
ures show the detection of three different patterns. From the 
point of view of a human analysis, pattern 2 is an anaphora 
and patterns 1 and 4 are inverted mimesis of the same idea.  

Using alignment algorithms (Mongeau & Sankoff, 1990; 
Needleman & Wunsch, 1970), it is possible to measure the 
melodic distance between the patterns and construct a phy-
logenetic tree (Rebelo, et al., 2012) that shows the relations 
between the patterns and, in fact, the structure of the whole 
piece. 

 
Figure 4. Alignment of patterns. Kyrie from Ave Maris Stella, 

T.L. de Victoria.  

Conclusions and Next Steps 
In this paper we present a work in progress for building a 
system that analyzes and classifies pieces from the Renais-
sance polyphonic music. Our research is at a preliminary 
stage, but results are very promising. The patterns in Renais-
sance and Baroque era are very flexible, adding or removing 
notes, changing rhythms, inverting parts of the pattern, etc., 
but clearly recognizable for a human musicologist. The 
main difficulty for our system is to provide the algorithms 
with the flexibility to fit and represent the human perception 
of music.   

The examples shown in the previous section illustrate that 
A composer’s use of patterns is not random, and can help 
understand his/her style and composition. As we discuss in 
a previous section, one piece can be constructed based on a 
few patterns and rhetoric presentations of those patterns. 
The next steps involve to design algorithms to group, com-
pare and classify patterns from a rhetorical point of view. 
The inspiration comes from the bioinformatics and data 
mining where many algorithms have been developed to 
identify patterns, classify, align and build phylogenetic 
trees.  

In order to test our research properly, a reliable ground-
truth has to be built. The rigorous, standard way to do it is 
to gather a set of expert musicologists that would annotate 
the rhetorical patterns for a set of selected works. The output 

of the system would be tested against the results by the mu-
sicologists. However, we are aware that musicologists may 
not agree on this matter and therefore different analyses will, 
probably, focus on different aspects. A Turing test will help 
us to check if the output of our system is meaningful for a 
human analyst. Another possibility could be to carry out a 
Delphi round (Jorm, 2015), a process where experts are con-
fronted with disagreeing views on a particular topic of their 
expertise in several rounds until they reach a certain degree 
of consensus. 

The work with large volumes of musical information al-
lows the musicologist to glimpse the possibility of the crea-
tion of machine learning models based on Big Data and the 
Knowledge Discovery in Databases concept, KDD, (Mina-
rei- Bidgoli, 2004), applied to music analysis. From the re-
sults we have obtained so far, we observe interesting facts. 
Our system detected the rhetorical patterns that had been an-
notated by us. More surprisingly, the system identified more 
patterns, in general longer patterns, than the rhetorical pat-
terns. We are still investigating what the meaning and func-
tion of those patterns is in the music. 
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